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Changes    Previous Current 

Rating: -- BUY 
Fundamental Trend: -- Stable 
Price Target: -- $12.00 
FY18E Revs (MM): -- $147.4 
FY19E Revs (MM): -- $156.4 
FY20E Revs (MM): -- $151.1 
FY18E Adj. EBITDA: -- $56.5 
FY19E Adj. EBITDA: -- $65.3 
FY20E Adj. EBITDA: -- $60.8 
 

Profile   
Price: $6.10 
52 Wk Range: $4.40 - $14.00 
Avg Daily Vol (K): 11 
Shares Out (MM): 21.5  
Shares Short (MM): 
Market Cap (MM): 

0.7 
$131 

Net Cash/Sh: ($5.81) 
Stated Book Val./Sh: ($0.23) 
Insiders Own: 36.1% 
Est. LT EPS Gr: 10% 
Net Debt (MM): 
Year Ends: 

$125.0 
Dec.  

  
Rev (MM) 2018E 2019E 2020E 

Mar $37.5A $38.3 $37.4 
Jun $36.9A $39.1 $37.3 
Sep $36.2   $39.9 $37.9 
Dec $36.9 $39.1 $38.5 

FY $147.4 $156.4  $151.1 
    

Adj. EBITDA 2018E 2019E 2020E 

Mar $12.4A $15.7 $14.8 
Jun $15.5A $16.3 $14.8 
Sep $14.2 $17.0 $15.3 
Dec $14.4 $16.4 $15.8 

FY $56.5 $65.3 $60.8 
    
EV/S 
EV/EBITDA 

0.9x 
4.5x 

0.8x 
3.9x 

0.9x 
4.2x 

 

Management  
Executive Chairman                          Lorne Weil 
CFO 
COO 

Stewart Baker 
Brooks Pierce 

 

ALPHA SELECT LIST 
 

Inspired Entertainment, Inc. BUY 
(INSE – $6.10) Price Target:  $12.00 

 

Virtual Sports Is The Best Of eSports And Sports Betting – And It’s 
Coming To America. Inspired Dominates Yet Trades At A 50% 
Discount.  Initiating Coverage With BUY Rating, $12 Price Target. 

Inspired Entertainment is the world’s leading Virtual Sports provider. It also provides Server 

Based Gaming offerings primarily in Europe. The company is recognized for innovative games, 

high quality offerings and an award winning graphics design team. 

OUR CALL 

Inspired gives investors best-in-class exposure to two premier sectors of the 

gaming industry.  INSE is a B2B gaming technology company with two business 

segments, Server Based Gaming (SBG) and Virtual Sports. In SBG, the company 

supplies Video Lottery Terminals (VLTs), which have grown into dominance 

since the early 2000’s and have become a cash cow for suppliers and operators 

alike. INSE is also the market leading supplier of Virtual Sports, a fast-growing 

favorite for instant gratification-seeking Millennials in Europe. 

Expansion into new geographies is the growth driver.  Based in the UK (65% 

of revenue), INSE has a growing presence in Italy (14%) and Greece (10%), but 

our enthusiasm centers on the enormous new opportunity in North America. 

North America is the key expansion opportunity. We estimate the Virtual 

Sports opportunity in North America to be >$200M in annual revenues and expect 

Inspired to dominate this largely untapped market. The North American 

opportunity for INSE’s SBG business is >$1B and dominated by the “Big 4” 

suppliers. Before competing with them to supply large casinos, INSE aims to first 

target the “route” market, which we estimate is a ~$200M annual opportunity.  

Why we believe Inspired will be successful:   

 Inspired’s new management team has the expertise required for a 

successful North American roll out. After bringing the company public in 

2016 via his SPAC, Lorne Weil is now Executive Chairman of Inspired. Mr. 

Weil was Chairman of Scientific Games for 22 years and CEO for 19 years.  

 Parlaying success in Greece... The Greek VLT market is one of the fastest 

growing in the world and INSE's VLTs have been the highest grossing since 

the country began rolling them out in 2017. This, plus the ability to remotely 

upgrade games, is why INSE has been awarded more VLTs than any other 

supplier and has been selected as the sole provider of Virtual Sports. 

 …into the US market.  Inspired has started to provide two Virtual Sports 

games to the PA lottery, OR is testing the offering, and NJ and MI are rolling 

out online games.  Based on the economics of the PA deal, we estimate the 

average state lottery will provide ~$4M in revenue and ~$3M in EBITDA. 

INSE currently trades at 4x EBITDA… The UK market was disrupted by a 

May 2018 decision from the UK parliament to substantially reduce the maximum 

wager on B2 machines from £100 to just £2 in an effort to address gambling 

addiction. We expect this to impact revenues by ~$16M and EBITDA by ~$10M 

beginning in 2020.  The optics of no growth has depressed valuation. 

…but we see a path to a $20+ stock.  If the company has moderate success in 

rolling out Virtual Sports to US state lotteries, e.g. 7-12 additional lottery partners 

beyond PA and OR by 2021 (vs. the 2 we have modeled), the company could 

generate $84 to $100 million in adjusted EBITDA for 2021. An 8.0x multiple (vs. 

peer average of 8.5x) would result in a $20+ stock.  

Initiating with Buy rating and $12 price target.  At half of peer valuations and 

with the UK disruption no longer a looming risk, we believe INSE is considerably 

undervalued on our conservative assumptions with investors paying virtually 

nothing for the large “option” on success in the US market. Our initial $12 price 

target is based on only ~5x our 2020 EBITDA estimate of $60.8M. 
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WHAT DO THEY DO 

Inspired Entertainment (Inspired) is a B2B gaming technology company with two business segments, Server Based Gaming 

(SBG) and Virtual Sports. The company is headquartered in the UK where they generate the majority (65%) of their revenue, 

but has a growing presence in Italy (14%) and Greece (10%) and is beginning its foray into the United States.  

In the SBG business (73% of 2017 revenues), the company supplies video lottery terminals (VLTs) to various betting houses 

and taverns that come preloaded with over 100 digital games, ranging from casino table games like roulette and blackjack, to 

simulated races (virtual sports), to traditional slot machines, with all games being driven by random number generator (RNG) 

software. The SBG games are also made available via desktop, tablet and mobile devices, creating an omni-channel offering.  

Inspired controls the software from a central “remote gaming server,” allowing the company to update the games and operating 

system and provide maintenance with minimal downtime or use of resources. This ability to provide upgrades and maintenance 

remotely while providing a greater variety of player experiences than traditional slots has made VLTs a favorite among players 

and a cash cow for betting shops. Inspired generates SBG revenue mostly on a participation basis (73% of 2017 segment 

revenues) but also through license fees and other service revenue (10% segment revenues) and hardware sales (17% segment 

revenues).  

In the Virtual Sports business (27% of 2017 revenues), Inspired is the largest of the few suppliers of these simulated games to 

regulated betting, lottery and gaming operators worldwide. The company creates, markets and distributes Virtual Sports games 

such as simulated horse racing, greyhound racing, football/soccer, boxing and basketball that enable pundits to bet on exciting, 

real-looking sports games when there are no live games playing. In this sense, INSE increases gaming revenue for betting 

houses while providing an exciting experience for consumers. The Virtual Sports business operates in >35 jurisdictions, >100 

websites, and, largely via leveraging its VLT network, >40,000 retail venues. Inspired generates Virtual Sports revenue on a 

participation basis, plus an up-front software license fee.  

PA Lottery - Xpress Football Rush Boxing ft. Mike Tyson Britain's Grand National Horse Race Rush Football 2 

Server Based Gaming (SBG) 

Server Based Gaming (SBG) is Inspired’s base business, generating 73% of the company’s revenues last year. The company 

supplies Video Lottery Terminals (VLTs) such as the curved Flex4k, Eclipse, Inceptor, Optimus and Blaze, and other Electronic 

Table Games (ETGs) to regulated betting markets. On VLTs pundits can play fixed odds games, such as roulette, or simple 

“amusement with prizes” (AWP) games, such as typical slot machines. In many cases players can play both fixed odds and 

AWP games on the same terminal, and there is no legal distinction between terminals that offer one type or the other, or both; in 

the UK however, regulators have separately classified these into “B2” and “B3” machines, as explained in the below section. As 

of June 2018 Inspired had over 32,500 terminals installed worldwide, with approximately 22,000 in the UK, 5,000 in Italy, 

5,000 in Greece and 1,000 in the rest of the world. Inspired generates SBG revenue on a participation basis, usually ~6% of 

customer net win, as well as from software license fees and hardware sales. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictured above: Examples of Inspired’s VLTs and ETGs. Source: Inspired presentation & website. 
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Industry Overview – UK SBG Market (est. ~68% of 2018 SBG Revenue) 

The UK market splits betting machines into categories, with VLTs comprising the “B2” and “B3” machines. B2 machines, also 

known as Fixed Odds Betting Terminals (FOBTs), allow players to bet on games with fixed odds, such as roulette (the most 

popular), virtual sports and bingo. B3 machines, also known as Amusement With Prizes machines (AWPs), allow players to bet 

on games that rely solely on chance, such as traditional slot machines. These two machine categories account for 81% of 

operators’ gross gambling yield (GGY), with B2 machines alone counting for 66%, or £1.8bn (~$2.3bn), of operators’ GGY. 

Being a mature market, UK GGY growth expectations have been low and competition among operators high. As a result, these 

operators, such as William Hill and Ladbrokes, have tried to win market share by attracting customers with new, high quality 

VLT and mobile offerings. This has led to a competitive environment among the UK’s two B2/FOBT providers, Inspired (~53% 

market share) and SG Gaming (~47% market share, subsidiary of SGMS; Buy rated, $60 price target), forcing each to build out 

industry-leading content development teams. 

While the UK market is mature, it was recently disrupted by a May 2018 decision from the UK parliament to substantially 

reduce the maximum wager on B2 machines from £100 to just £2, in an effort to address gambling addiction. While the 

Association of British Bookmakers (ABB) in 2017 forewarned cutting the maximum wager to £2 would “destroy over 20,000 

jobs” and “close thousands of betting shops,” the Financial Times noted that the new rule is not expected to take effect until 

April 2020, giving operators and suppliers time to reassess their strategies. We expect the anticipated betting shop closures will 

not affect Inspired’s market share but will impact annual revenues by ~$16 million and EBITDA by ~$10 million beginning in 

calendar 2020. 

Industry Overview – Greek SBG Market (est. ~20% of 2018 SBG Revenue) 

The Greek VLT market is one of the fastest growing in the world thanks to a recent push by OPAP, the leading Greek gaming 

company with over 70% of the country’s 2017 gross gaming revenue (GGR). The overall gaming market in Greece is strong, 

ranking 10
th
 in gross gaming yield (GGY) with €2.0bn (~$2.2bn) but 2

nd
 in GGY as a % of GDP with 1.08%. The Greek 

government awarded OPAP an 18 year exclusive license to provide VLTs, which commenced operations in January 2017 

(alongside the introduction of Virtual Sports, of which INSE is the sole supplier—see Virtual Sports section). The license 

awards OPAP the operation of up to 25,000 VLTs, of which ~22,000 have been contracted, with a deployment deadline of 

December 2019. Inspired has thus far been awarded 8,360 terminals, giving them a ~38% market share; however, we believe the 

company is likely to be awarded 1,000+ more terminals from OPAP’s remaining ~3,000 VLTs, as Inspired’s terminals have 

been the highest grossing of all VLTs in the country. OPAP itself is very bullish on VLTs, describing them as a “growth engine” 

in a recent investor presentation, “expected to be amongst the most significant contributors to OPAP’s EBITDA in the long-

term.” We view OPAP’s long term commitment to VLTs, Inspired’s relationship with OPAP, and Inspired’s strong market share 

as significant assets and expect the company’s Greek operations to be a strong source of free cash flow over the long term. 

Industry Overview – Italian SBG Market (est. ~10% of 2018 SBG Revenue) 

The Italian gaming market is the largest in Europe measured by GGY, both in absolute terms (€20.1bn, or ~$21.8bn) and as a 

percent of GDP (1.18%) according to H2 Gambling Capital’s 2017 data. VLTs are increasingly popular, whose proliferation 

over the past decade or so has taken share from big casinos, causing a 40% reduction in big casinos’ GGY from 2005 to 2016 

(European Casino Association). In 2016 VLTs and Amusement With Prize machines generated total betting turnover of €49.4bn 

(~$52.6bn), showcasing their popularity in Europe’s largest gambling market. As of December 2016, Italy had 54,000 VLTs 

installed, which we estimate gives Inspired an ~8.5% market share.  

In April 2017 the Italian government introduced new rules requiring major upgrades to platforms and machines, including 

VLTs. The upgrades accomplish three goals: (1) allowing independent labs to certify games and machines, expediting an 

approval process that previously took years, (2) introducing responsible gambling tools such as time and money limits, and (3) 

enhancing traceability of players to limit risk of fraudulent activities. This third goal requires VLT machine suppliers to 

significantly upgrade their machines’ data collection abilities. In Inspired’s most recent 10-K the company stated: 

[T]he ADM has issued a decree requiring that VLT platforms, machines and games undergo a substantial 

technical upgrade by April 1, 2019. Our current expectation is that upgrading our VLT platforms, games and 
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machines to comply with the decree would involve material expenditures on our part. We have not yet decided 

whether to incur such expenditures or otherwise modify our Italian business. 

 
While the company has not announced whether it will continue its Italian operations and thus incur significant CapEx increases, 

we believe the company would have announced by now if it were discontinuing its Italian operations. As a result, we estimate 

the company will incur ~$750k in additional capital expenditures related to these upgrades. Behind Italy, the second largest 

gaming market in Europe as measured by GGY as a % of GDP is in Greece, where INSE is establishing a strong and growing 

presence. 

Industry Overview – North American SBG Market (no estimated 2018 SBG Revenue) 

North America remains a growth opportunity for Inspired’s SBG business. Instead of large casino floors, the company is first 

pursuing the “route market” (pubs and taverns along highways), which is currently dominated by Scientific Games and IGT. 

Management sees this market, prevalent in places such as West Virginia, Montana and Canada, as a strategic entry point into 

the North American market thanks to a dearth of investment in years past by the incumbents. We estimate Inspired can take up 

to 10% of ship share, or ~1,000-1,500 annual units, over the next 3-5 years, and that these units would be on a sale basis instead 

of on the usual participation basis like most of Inspired’s SBG markets. At a ~$15,000 ASP and ~50% gross margins, we 

estimate this market could generate ~$15.0M to ~$22.5M in annual revenues and contribute ~$7.5M to ~$11.3M to annual 

EBITDA, with meaningful contribution beginning in 2020. As the company proves itself and develops relationships in the 

North American market, we think the company could eventually leverage its position into the large casino market. 

Industry Overview – Rest of World SBG Market (est. ~2% of 2018 SBG Revenue) 

VLTs are found in nearly every legal gaming jurisdiction, extending to South America, Asia and the Caribbean. INSE has VLTs 

throughout these markets and primarily in Colombia. While we estimate the number of VLTs in these other regions at around 

1,200, they generate significantly less revenue on average than VLTs in developed markets. We estimate annual revenues of 

around $1.2 million for these regions.  

 

Competition 

Inspired faces competition in the VLT market from Scientific Games, IGT, Aristocrat, Novomatic, Everi and others. In the UK 

market Scientific Games is the only other B2 provider, making it arguably Inspired’s #1 competitor. Although Inspired has a 

slight edge in this market (~53% share vs. SGMS’ ~47%), Scientific Games is a much larger company with greater resources 

and perhaps a greater ability to navigate the potential fallout resulting from the UK decision to limit B2 wagering to £2. So far 

the companies seem to be on good footing with each other, however. Inspired Executive Chairman Lorne Weil was CEO of 

Scientific Games from 1992 to 2007 and probably still has contacts at the organization; in August the companies announced a 

partnership to provide Virtual Sports solutions in the Pennsylvania Lottery (see Virtual Sports section).  

In Italy Inspired’s primary competitor is Novomatic, who has >50% market share in the country’s VLT market. Novomatic is 

another large competitor with vast resources, with operations in >70 countries and annual revenue of >$2 billion; however, 

Novomatic and Inspired have also formed a partnership in Greece whereby Inspired is hosting some of Novomatic’s content on 

its VLTs. Perhaps a bitter rivalry is unlikely.  

In Greece Inspired has the highest grossing VLTs, making it the early market leader. Its main competitor in the country is IGT, 

though it also competes with Scientific Games. IGT is another competitor with significantly greater resources than Inspired. 

IGT and Scientific Games dominate the North American “route market” as well, though it is more of an ancillary market for 

these large companies, providing an opportunity for Inspired to penetrate this market. Everi Holdings is another competitor in 

the North American space, as well as smaller companies such as Diamond Game, Grand Vision Gaming and GTSource. 

 

Inspired’s Server Based Gaming Outlook 

Inspired’s Server Based Gaming segment is divided into SBG Service revenue and SBG Hardware revenue. We estimate SBG 

Service revenue will increase 2% from 2018 to 2019 to $98.4M, with growth chiefly coming from Greece. While we expect 
modest growth in Italy, Rest of World, and UK Other (B3 machines), we expect UK LBO (B2 machines) to be slightly down as 
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operators prepare for the £2 limit to take effect. While SBG Hardware revenue is lumpy and margins can be unpredictable given 

some zero margin sales to large customers, we estimate $8M in revenues for 2019 at a 50% gross margin. Taking the two 

segments together, we estimate 2019 revenue of $106.4M and adjusted EBITDA of $67.0M, or a 63.5% margin.  

We expect the impact from the £2 limit to take effect in 2020, impacting revenues by $16M on an annualized basis and adjusted 

EBITDA by $10M on an annualized basis. Somewhat offsetting this impact is modest growth in Italy and UK Other. In Greece 

we expect participation revenue to increase by ~8%, but expect the drop off of initial software license fees to result in a net 

service revenue decrease of ~6% for Greece in 2020. In SBG Hardware we expect a modest pickup as the company looks to 

enter the North American market, and we still estimate 50% margins. Taking the two segments together, we estimate 2020 

revenue of $95.0M and adjusted EBITDA of $58.4M, or a 61.5% margin. 

We think valuing the company on 2020 numbers is prudent as it incorporates the expected headwinds in the UK market. 

Partially offsetting these headwinds are the gains INSE is making in its market-leading position in Virtual Sports. 

Virtual Sports 

Virtual Sports vs. Keno …which would you rather play? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: PALottery.state.pa.us/Xpress.aspx, buzzghana.com 

Industry Overview 

Virtual Sports are simply simulated sporting events that pundits can bet on. They employ computer graphics to recreate a 

sporting event (such as horse racing), introduce probabilities of certain outcomes (a specific horse winning), and attach fixed 

odds to those outcomes (3:2 odds for the best horse and 10:1 odds for the worst horse, e.g.). With software powered by a 

random number generator (RNG), Virtual Sports ensure an impartial, exciting and lifelike experience for pundits across the 

world. Virtual Sports are offered on screens in betting and lottery shops, just as Keno is, and are also offered online where 

available.  

Virtual Sports “used to perform the sole function of retaining punters’ interest before the next live sports event begun,” writes 

Ross Law, editor for eGaming Review (EGR) magazine. But, he continues, “This is no longer the case.” While the underlying 

system of probabilities and odds powered by an RNG remains the same, player experience has seen dramatic improvement 

thanks to increases in the quality of graphics and number of offerings (including Football/Soccer, American Football, 

Basketball, Boxing, etc.). This improvement in player experience, along with the rise of gaming and the ‘instant gratification’ 

culture, has transformed Virtual Sports into what Law calls a “critical part of any modern sportsbook offering.”   

The size of the Virtual Sports market can be surprising to American investors and sports bettors, where the Virtual Sports 

opportunity has been largely untapped. It has flourished in Europe, however, where sports betting markets are mature. In both 

the UK and Italy (INSE’s two largest Virtual Sports markets) annual betting turnover on Virtual Sports exceeds $1 billion. In 

fact, in the UK (~43% of 2018 estimated INSE Virtual Sports revenue) Virtuals generated an estimated ~£2.0 billion in betting 

turnover on £170.0 million in gross gambling yield (GGY), behind only Football/Soccer and Horse Racing, which have strong 

betting heritages in the UK. In Italy (~20% of 2018 estimated INSE Virtual Sports revenue), Virtuals generated an estimated 

~€1.0 billion in betting turnover and €150 million in gross gambling yield (GGY). In Greece (~13% of 2018 estimated INSE 
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Company Founded Retail Locations Primary Markets Strengths Weaknesses

Betradar 2010 10,000+ UK
Fast growing. Sports data roots. 

Substantial resources.
Limited # of offerings, broad focus.

Golden Race 2006 35,000+ Africa Large retail presence.
De minimus retail presence outside Africa, 

lower quality offerings.

Kiron Interactive 2001 8,000+ UK Largest # offerings. Pioneer. Relatively limited retail presence. 

Leap Gaming 2014 <1,000 UK High quality offerings.
De minimus retail presence, limited # of 

offerings.

Playtech 1999 <1,000 UK
High quality offerings. Substantial 

resources.

De minimus retail presence, limited # of 

offerings, broad focus.

Inspired 2002 45,000+
UK, Italy, 

Pennsylvania

High quality, # of offerings. Largest 

retail presence.

Limited resources compared to Betradar & 

Playtech.

Virtual Sports Competitive Analysis

Virtual Sports revenue), Virtual Sports began in 2017 after OPAP selected Inspired as the sole provider of Virtuals, beginning 

with their Rush Football 2 game. Thanks to strong promotion by OPAP and Greeks’ appetite for gambling (2
nd

 highest GGY as 

a % of GDP in Europe), conditions are ripe for growth in the nascent Virtual Sports industry. Virtual Sports also have a history 

in developing markets of Eastern Europe, Africa, Asia, South America and the Caribbean. Clearly Virtual Sports have come a 

long way from the days of solely “retaining punters’ interest before the next live sports event.” 

The impressive rise of Virtual Sports since its introduction nearly two decades ago owes itself in large part to Millennials’ 

affinity for gaming and their adoption of the ‘instant gratification’ culture. “After all,” writes Steven Spartinos, co-founder and 

co-CEO of Kiron Interactive, “it’s this generation that has grown up with the latest advances in technology, enjoying games on 

computers, consoles, smartphones and tablets.” The increasing prevalence of eSports and popularity of games like Fortnite and 

live-streaming gaming platforms like Twitch have left few to question the significance and size of the gaming market. Graphics 

and motion capture abilities have advanced so much in Virtual Sports that they now closely rival top video games in creating a 

lifelike and exciting player experience. These advances have allowed Virtual Sports to capture the interest of Millennials who 

may have previously dismissed the category altogether due to its subpar visuals.  

If graphics advances have captured Millennials’ attention, the instant gratification nature of Virtual Sports has kept it. Not only 

can bettors play on demand (where Virtuals are offered online), but they can also see the outcome of their bet in minutes, as 

opposed to in hours, days or weeks for traditional sports betting. “[Traditional] betting has already paid the price for this ‘instant 

win’ culture in many respects,” explains Spartinos, “with operators seeing pre-match volumes replaced by in-play revenues in 

recent years.” In other words, more people are betting on the next goal (e.g.) than the overall outcome of a game, deriving more 

excitement from immediate results than from paying attention for a long period of time. This desire for instant gratification, a 

common critique of Millennials, plays to the strength of Virtual Sports, whose games typically last <2 minutes. Thanks to 

graphics advances and the appeal of instant gratification, Virtual Sports have captured and kept the attention of Millennials, 

whose growing economic power has catapulted Virtual Sports from a fill-in novelty to a full on cash cow. 

Competition 

As with any industry, size begets competition. Though statistics are sparse, we believe Inspired, a pioneer in Virtual Sports, is 

the market leader. Since its founding in 2002, Inspired has spearheaded the technological advancement of the industry with its 

award-winning TV and film graphics team; it won the EGR Virtual Sports Provider of the Year award in 2016, 2017 and 2018. 

Other nominees have included Betradar (2015 winner), Golden Race, Kiron Interactive, Leap Gaming and Playtech 

(PTEC:LON). In the below table we highlight key differences between these companies and Inspired. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inspired’s Virtual Sports Business History – Top Provider in 2016, 2017, and 2018 

Inspired helped pioneer the Virtual Sports industry alongside companies like Kiron Interactive. By investing in R&D and 

bringing about dramatic improvements in player experience, Inspired rose to the top of the Virtual Sports supplier industry. The 

company is widely recognized as best-in-class, winning Virtual Sports Provider of the Year by EGR in 2016, 2017 and 2018. 

Inspired is known for extremely high quality games, including innovative new offerings like 1st Down Football, Rush 
Basketball and Mike Tyson Virtual Boxing, and classics like Virtual Grand National, Rush Football 2 and Rush Greyhounds 2. 
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In FY2016 INSE grew Virtual Sports revenues by 22.4% to $33.3 million and expanded adjusted EBITDA margins by 736bp to 

65.9%, representing $21.9M. In FY2017 the company began rolling out operations in Greece as the only supplier selected by 

OPAP to provide Virtual Sports offerings. On a constant currency basis the company grew revenues by 14.2% during the fiscal 

year and expanded adjusted EBITDA margins another 323bp to 69.1%. But, with ~50% of 2017 business coming from the UK, 

GBP depreciation following the Brexit referendum caused INSE’s USD reported revenue to remain virtually flat at $33.4M and 

adjusted EBITDA to grow slightly to $23.1M. 

Over the past four quarters, however, local currencies have relatively stabilized and revenue growth has averaged 17.1%. Over 

this time period, we estimate INSE generated ~45% of Virtual Sports revenue from the UK, ~22% from Italy, ~8% from Greece 

and ~25% from the rest of the world. While preparation for expansion into the US increased SG&A expenses, adjusted 

EBITDA margins remained impressive at 65.7%.  

 

Inspired’s Virtual Sports Business Outlook – Eyes on the US Market 

With roots firmly established in the UK and Italy, and with an effective monopoly on the growing Greek market, Inspired is 

setting its sights on developing the US market. In a partnership with Scientific Games’ SG Digital subsidiary, Inspired is 

introducing Virtual Sports to the US through the Pennsylvania Lottery, the nation’s 7
th
 largest. Inspired is providing two virtual 

games to the lottery including Stock Car Racing and the debut of its American Football game, 1st Down Virtual Football. Based 

on a 2.25% revenue share, we estimate INSE will generate $8-10M in annual revenue at maturity (~2 years), with high 

incremental margins resulting in an annual adjusted EBITDA contribution of around $7-8M.  

Oregon’s lottery is also testing a Virtual Sports offering with Inspired, which is expected to contribute in Q4. Using the same 

economics as the Pennsylvania lottery deal, we estimate Oregon could generate >$2 million in annual revenues at maturity. 

New Jersey and Michigan have also announced a rollout of Inspired’s Virtual Sports; however, these are online offerings and 

are not expected to meaningfully contribute to Inspired’s Virtual Sports business. We assume other lotteries will wait until the 

NFL season is over to assess the success of Virtual Sports in Pennsylvania and Oregon before rolling out their own offerings. 

We estimate one state lottery per year will add Inspired’s Virtual Sports offering but think that could prove conservative 

depending on the success of Pennsylvania’s rollout.  Using the same economics as the PA deal, we estimate the average state’s 

lottery will provide ~$4M in revenue and $3M+ in EBITDA contribution. Consequently, we estimate INSE’s Virtual Sports 

segment will grow at a 17.5% annual rate from 2018 to 2020, resulting in revenue of $56.1M and an adjusted EBITDA 

contribution of $41.6M, or a 74.2% margin. Breaking this 2020 revenue estimate into geographical segments, we estimate 

~34% will be generated in the UK, ~11% in Italy, ~14% in Greece, ~25% in the US, and ~16% in the rest of the world.  
 

RECENT RESULTS 

Inspired reported 2Q18 results in mid-August with revenue growing 14.3% to $36.9M and adjusted EBITDA of $15.5M. 

Growth was driven by a 37.7% increase in SBG Service Revenue, helping the overall SBG segment reach $26.9M in sales. 

Adjusted EBITDA contribution from the segment was $16.5M. Virtual Sports revenues were $10.0M, up 10.9% from the prior 
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Rank Shareholder %OS Position (000) Holder Type

1 Vitruvian Partners LLP 28.5 6,119                Venture Capital

2 HG Vora Capital Management LLC 17.5 3,750                Hedge Fund

3 Macquarie Investment Management Ltd. 14.1 3,024                Investment Advisor

4 Harwood Capital LLP 5.5 1,188                Investment Advisor

5 AWM Investment Co., Inc. 5.1 1,094                Hedge Fund

6 ALVAREZ LUKE LYON 5.0 1,082                Individual

7 683 Capital Management LLC 3.3 707                   Hedge Fund

8 WEIL ALLEN LORNE 2.2 476                   Individual

9 The Vanguard Group, Inc. 1.2 265                   Passive Mutual Fund

10 Millennium Management LLC 1.1 233                   Hedge Fund

Rank Shareholder %OS Position (000) Relationship

1 Luke Alvarez 5.0 1,082                Founder, former CEO

2 Lorne Weil 2.2 476                   Executive Chairman

3 David Wilson 0.1 21                      Former COO

4 Lee Gregory 0.1 21                      Chief Commercial Officer - SBG

5 Stephen Rogers 0.1 21                      Chief Commercial Officer - Digital Games

Source: FactSet, Bloomberg

INSE Top 10 Shareholders

INSE Top 5 Individual Shareholders

year, resulting in an adjusted EBITDA contribution of $6.9M.  Corporate SG&A expenses led to a ($9.7M) adjusted EBITDA 

contribution. The company also announced contract extensions with OPAP for its VLT and Virtual Sports solutions in Greece, 

and, perhaps most importantly, the refinancing of their debt. 

 

CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

Inspired recently announced a ~$150M refinancing comprised of a $140M Senior Term Loan Facility, which carries interest at 

LIBOR + 9%, and a £7.5M (~$10.2M) Revolver, which carries interest at LIBOR + 5% for outstanding funds and a flat 2% for 

unutilized capacity. Both loans mature in August 2023. Proceeds from the refinance were used to pay down the entire ~$99M of 

the previous Term Loan (which carried an onerous effective interest rate of 17.0%) and the ~$24M of their previous Revolver. 

Net proceeds of ~$17M will be used for general corporate expenses. The company also has ~19.1M warrants issued as part of 

its IPO that are convertible into ~9.5M shares at an exercise price of $11.50. 

The company now has ~$150M in debt on their balance sheet, and approximately $25M in cash. Factoring in $327M of paid in 

capital, $56M of other comprehensive income and ($388M) of accumulated deficit, the company has ($5M) of stockholders’ 

equity.  

 

NOTABLE SHAREHOLDERS as of June 30, 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INSE’s top shareholder is 28.5% owner Vitruvian Partners, a venture capital firm who backed Inspired while it was private. The 

3
rd

 largest shareholder, Macquarie, co-sponsored the Hydra SPAC’s efforts to source acquisitions and provided a $20M 

commitment. Both Vitruvian and Macquarie continue to support Inspired’s mission and strategy. Besides these two partners, a 

number of hedge funds, advisors and passive funds comprise most other top shareholders; founder and former CEO Luke 

Alvarez and Executive Chairman Lorne Weil are the only individuals to make the list of top 10 shareholders.  
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ESTIMATES 

We believe INSE should be valued using 

2020 numbers in order to fully 

incorporate the effects of (1) the UK 

decision to limit maximum wagers on B2 

machines to £2, (2) the rollout of VLTs 

and Virtual Sports in Greece, and (3) the 

introduction of Virtual Sports to the US. 

We have provided 2021 estimates to 

demonstrate the expected rebound in 

growth.  

For the SBG business, we expect service 

revenues to grow 3% in 2019 on the back 

of the Greece rollout and estimate $8M in 

hardware revenue at 50% margins. We 

then estimate SBG service revenues will 

contract by ~$15M in 2020 as a result of 

expected betting shop closures in 

response to the UK betting limit. 

Somewhat offsetting this is a pickup in 

hardware revenues as a result of entering 

the North American route market. 

Despite the ~$11M total contraction for 

the SBG business, we estimate a ~$9M 

contraction in EBITDA contribution as 

management trims its UK-related SG&A 

costs. We expect SBG revenue and 

EBITDA growth to resume in 2021. 

For Virtual Sports, we expect no such 

hiccup in 2020. We estimate the business 

will grow at a 15.3% CAGR from 2018 

to 2021, driven by rollouts in the US and 

Greece. We expect modest growth in the 

UK and Rest of World but anticipate a ~$2M decline in Italy in 2020 due to the expiration of some license fee agreements. 

SG&A expense was elevated in the first half of 2018 as the company launched new games, but we expect these to come down 

in 2019 before rising again. As a capital-light business, Virtual Sports’ SG&A expenses are not expected to rise considerably, 

resulting in significant operating leverage as the company expands. Consequently, we estimate adjusted EBITDA contribution 

of $46.5M in 2021, a 74.8% margin, up from a contribution of $28.2M in 2018, a 69.4% margin. 

On the corporate side of things, we expect SG&A expenses to remain in the high-$30M range over the next three years as 

elevated business combination costs fall off but are offset by general growth in operational expenses.   

Taken together, we estimate consolidated revenues will grow to $156.4M in 2019 before reaching a trough of $151.1 in 2020 

and resuming growth to $161.4M in 2021. Gross margins should remain in the ~80% range during this period while SG&A 

expenses should remain around ~$60M. The growth in Virtual Sports is expected to offset the impact from the UK’s £2 limit, 

bringing adjusted EBITDA up to $67.1M in 2021 from the 2020 trough of $60.8M. 

 

 

 

 
 

2018 2019 2020 2021

SBG Service Rev. $96.2 $98.4 $83.0 $83.2

SBG Hardware Rev. $10.6 $8.0 $12.0 $16.0

SBG Revenue 106.8$     106.4$     95.0$       99.2$       

Virtual Sports Revenue 40.6$       50.0$       56.1$       62.2$       

Total Revenue 147.4$    156.4$    151.1$    161.4$    

%Growth 16% 6% -3% 7%

SBG GP $79.6 $82.0 $71.6 $73.3

Virtual Sports GP $35.3 $43.5 $48.8 $54.1

Gross Profit 114.9$     125.5$     120.4$     127.5$     

%Margin 78% 80% 80% 79%

SBG SG&A $15.4 $15.1 $13.2 $13.2

Virtual Sports SG&A $7.1 $6.8 $7.2 $7.6

Corporate SG&A $38.4 $38.4 $39.2 $39.6

SG&A 60.9$       60.3$       59.6$       60.4$       

GAAP Net Income ($11.3) ($7.6) ($13.9) ($8.0)

SBG EBITDA Contrib. $64.2 $67.0 $58.4 $60.1

Virtual Sports EBITDA Contrib. $28.2 $36.7 $41.6 $46.5

Corporate EBITDA Contrib. ($35.9) ($38.4) ($39.2) ($39.6)

Adjusted EBITDA 56.5$       65.3$       60.8$       67.1$       

%Margin 38% 42% 40% 42%

Craig-Hallum Estimates
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STOCK OPPORTUNITY 

Inspired is creating industry-leading gaming products for the next generation of bettors. Its Virtual Sports products capture 

Millennials’ attention with graphics that rival the most popular video games, and keep their attention with fast results that appeal 

to their culture of instant gratification.  Meanwhile, its SBG offerings are beloved by operators and provide significant FCF to 

INSE shareholders. As management sets their sights on North American expansion, 2020 looks to be the trough of a steadily 

growing and profitable business. We are initiating coverage with a Buy rating and $12 price target, based on ~5x our 2020 

EBITDA estimate of $60.8 million.  

We also think INSE has a reasonable pathway to well over $20 if the company has moderate success in rolling out Virtual 

Sports to US lotteries. Using the same economics as the Pennsylvania lottery deal, we have determined a Virtual Sports 

partnership with the average state’s lottery would generate ~$4M in revenue and ~$3M in EBITDA for INSE. If Inspired were 

able to have 7-12 additional lottery partners beyond PA and OR by 2021 (versus the 2 we have modeled), the company could 

generate $84 to $100M in adjusted EBITDA for 2021. We think this estimate is reasonable as it reflects a 21% - 32% share of 

US Lotteries. An 8.0x multiple (vs. peer average of 8.5x) would result in a $20 to $25 stock assuming the outstanding warrants 

are converted. 

Company Ticker EV 2019 EBITDA EV/EBITDA 2020 EBITDA EV/EBITDA

Scientific Games SGMS $12,530 $1,398 9.0x $1,424 8.8x

Interational Game Technology IGT $13,224 $1,803 7.3x $1,798 7.4x

Playtech PTEC-GB $2,956 $368 8.0x $400 7.4x

888 888-GB $904 $91 10.0x $96 9.5x

Cherry B CHER.B-SE $6,287 $822 7.6x $930 6.8x

Aspire Global ASPIRE-SE $1,442 $187 7.7x $203 7.1x

LeoVegas AB LEO-SE $8,158 $719 11.3x $863 9.5x

NetEnt AB NET.B-SE $13,098 $885 14.8x $947 13.8x

Mr Green & Co MRG-SE $1,562 $298 5.2x $330 4.7x

Gaming Innovation Group GIG-NO $4,919 $382 12.9x $496 9.9x

Average 9.4x 8.5x

Median 8.5x 8.1x

Inspired INSE $256 $65 3.9x $61 4.2x  

 

While this scenario represents >200% upside potential, we believe the downside risk is limited. With the UK wage limit 

reduction and refinance behind us, we see little potential for negative surprises in the near term outside the course of normal 

operations. At just 4.2x our 2020 EBITDA estimate, we believe there is a low risk of multiple contraction. The table below 

demonstrates the stability in the business and the low risk of liquidity problems in our base assumption, which underscores our 

belief of limited downside risk. 

2Q18 FY2018E FY2019E FY2020E FY2021E

Adjusted EBITDA 15,527$          56,517$          65,275$          60,778$          67,060$          

Less: Cash Taxes 39$                  154$                34$                  65$                  36$                  

Less: Interest 5,185$             20,047$          19,200$          19,200$          19,200$          

Less: Capital Expenditures 9,906$             18,001$          16,000$          15,200$          16,000$          

Free Cash Flow 1,138$             15,295$          30,041$          26,313$          31,825$          

Debt EOP 150,000$        150,000$        150,000$        150,000$        150,000$        

Cash EOP 25,000$          37,855$          67,896$          94,209$          126,033$        

Net Debt 125,000$        112,145$        82,104$          55,791$          23,967$          
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MANAGEMENT 

Lorne Weil – Executive Chairman 

Mr. Weil joined Inspired’s Board of Directors as Chairman in December 2016, after acquiring the company through Hydra 

Industries Sponsor LLC, a Special Purpose Acquisition Company where he served as Executive Chairman and Chief Executive 

Officer. In May 2018 he became Executive Chairman after former CEO Luke Alvarez’s departed the company and saw his 

responsibilities divided among members of the newly-formed Office of the Executive Chairman. Previously, Mr. Weil was 

Chairman of the Board of Scientific Games Corporation from October 1991 to November 2013; he was CEO from April 1992 

to December 2008 and was reappointed in November 2010, serving until November 2013. Mr. Weil has a long history of 

experience in senior and executive management and board member positions in various gaming companies as well as 

organizations such as Boston Consulting Group, Fruit of the Loom and Tecnoglass. He has a Bachelor’s Degree from the 

University of Toronto, an MS from The London School of Economics and Political Science, and an MBA from Columbia 

University.  

Brooks Pierce – President, Chief Operating Officer 

Mr. Pierce joined Inspired in April 2018, briefly as SVP, North America before becoming President and Chief Operating 

Officer in May. Mr. Pierce worked with Lorne Weil for many years prior to joining Inspired. He joined Scientific Games in 

1991 as Vice President of Racing before becoming President in 1997 and VP of Parimutuel Operations in from 2002 to 2007. 

Between Scientific Games and Inspired, Mr. Pierce served as a Director at Sportech and Aristocrat Technologies.  

Stewart Baker – EVP, Chief Financial Officer 

Mr. Baker joined Inspired in September 2014 as Group Financial Controller before being promoted to Director of Finance in 

October 2015 and to Chief Financial Officer in January 2017. Prior to joining Inspired, Mr. Baker worked for Experian from 

2009 to 2014 in roles including Divisional Financial Controller, and he worked for Deloitte as a Chartered Accountant. He has a 

Bachelor’s degree in Economics from the University of Sheffield (UK).   

Dan Silvers, MBA – EVP, Chief Strategy Officer 

Mr. Silvers joined Inspired in December 2016 as part of the business combination with Lorne’s Hydra SPAC. Mr. Silvers is also 

Managing Member and Chief Investment Officer of Matthews Lane Capital Partners, which was a consultant to Hydra, and has 

served in those capacities since June 2015. Previously, he has served as President of SpringOwl Asset Management, Managing 

Director of Ader Investment Management, Vice President of Fortress Investment Management, and Senior Member of 

investment banking at Bear Stearns, with a focus in Gaming and Real Estate. He serves as a Director at Leisure Acquisition 

Corp, India Hospitality Corp and Avid Technology. He has a Bachelor’s degree in Economics and MBA from The Wharton 

School at University of Pennsylvania. 
 

RISKS 

We believe an investment in INSE involves the following risks: 

 Competition. Inspired faces competition from numerous companies in both SBG and Virtual Sports, some of whom have 

significantly greater resources than Inspired. These competitors may develop superior products compared to Inspired or 

may otherwise negatively impact the company’s business in a manner that could negatively impact the stock.  

 Regulation. Inspired supplies relatively new technologies in several legal gambling jurisdictions. Regulations in these 

jurisdictions, as evidenced by the UK and Italy, are evolving and may negatively impact the company’s business.  

 Macroeconomic Growth. As a participant in the global gaming industry, Inspired’s business ultimately depends on 

discretionary income of citizens in a variety of economies.  A slowdown in macroeconomic growth could negatively 

impact Inspired’s business. 

 Foreign Currency Exposure. Foreign currency fluctuations between the U.S. Dollar and the British Pound and the Euro 

impact the reported financials of Inspired, which has a significant footprint in each of these respective regions. If the U.S. 
Dollar moves unfavorably with these currencies, financial results could be negatively impacted.   
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 Expansion Into New Geographies. Much of Inspired’s future growth is dependent on its ability to successfully penetrate 

new geographies, most notably North America. If these markets are less receptive to Inspired’s products than their 

historical markets, the stock could be negatively impacted. 
 

CRAIG-HALLUM ALPHA SELECT LIST 

The Alpha Select list is an actively researched collection of smaller, underfollowed- public companies that we believe have the 

potential to become much larger.  An “acorn” list of sorts, the Alpha Select List will typically consist of sub-$250M market cap 

companies with attractive business models, above average growth trends, favorable macro-secular themes, and management 

teams that we believe have the ability to take the business to the next level. 
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FY2016 1Q17 2Q17 3Q17 4Q17 FY2017 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18E 4Q18E FY2018E FY2019E FY2020E FY2021E

Dec-16 Mar-17 Jun-17 Sep-17 Dec-17 Dec-17 Mar-18 Jun-18 Sep-18 Dec-18 Dec-18 Dec-19 Dec-20 Dec-21

INCOME STATEMENT

Total Revenues 116,738$        28,060$          32,311$          35,136$          31,387$          126,894$        37,453$          36,926$          36,207$          36,850$          147,436$        156,369$        151,054$        161,419$        

   Year/Year Growth -7.8% 9.9% 17.7% 16.1% 8.7% 33.5% 14.3% 3.0% 17.4% 16.2% 6.1% -3.4% 6.9%

Cost of Sales 20,618            5,683              9,074              7,018              6,102              27,877            10,084            7,947              7,149              7,321              32,501            30,845            30,676            33,959            

Gross Profit 96,120            22,377            23,237            28,118            25,285            99,017            27,369            28,979            29,058            29,530            114,935          125,525          120,378          127,460          

   % of Rev 82.3% 79.7% 71.9% 80.0% 80.6% 78.0% 73.1% 78.5% 80.3% 80.1% 78.0% 80.3% 79.7% 79.0%

S,G&A 58,228            14,404            13,786            16,380            16,374            60,944            15,622            15,245            14,900            15,100            60,867            60,250            59,600            60,400            

   % of Rev 49.9% 51.3% 42.7% 46.6% 52.2% 48.0% 41.7% 41.3% 41.2% 41.0% 41.3% 38.5% 39.5% 37.4%

Stock Based Comp 36                   1,291              1,377              1,531              3,198              7,397              1,251              1,485              1,405              1,700              5,841              7,050              7,800              7,840              

   % of Rev 0.0% 4.6% 4.3% 4.4% 10.2% 5.8% 3.3% 4.0% 3.9% 4.6% 4.0% 4.5% 5.2% 4.9%

Depreciation & Amortization 32,906            8,004              8,705              9,933              9,560              36,202            11,120            10,616            11,000            11,200            43,936            45,800            46,800            47,200            

Other             13,752 813                 74                   64                   574                                  712 228                 14                   -                     -                                        14                       -                       -                       - 

Total Operating Expenses 105,311          24,512            23,942            27,908            29,706            106,068          28,221            27,360            27,305            28,000            110,886          113,100          114,200          115,440          

   % of Rev 90.2% 87.4% 74.1% 79.4% 94.6% 83.6% 75.4% 74.1% 75.4% 76.0% 75.2% 72.3% 75.6% 71.5%

Operating Income (9,191)            (2,135)            (705)               210                 (4,421)            (7,051)            (852)               1,619              1,753              1,530              4,049              12,425            6,178              12,020            

   % of Rev -7.9% -7.6% -2.2% 0.6% -14.1% -5.6% -2.3% 4.4% 4.8% 4.2% 2.7% 7.9% 4.1% 7.4%

Interest Income                  299 -                     8                     35                   38                                      81 93                   36                   -                     -                                      129                       -                       -                       - 

Interest Expense            (72,750) (4,542)            (5,013)            (5,380)            (4,906)                       (19,841) (5,162)            (5,185)            (5,000)            (5,000)                       (20,347)            (20,000)            (20,000)            (20,000)

Other Income, net 1,099              (2,411)            (2,709)            (3,956)            5,167              (3,909)            5,506              (450)               -                     -                     5,056              -                     -                     -                     

Total other income (expense) (71,352)          (6,953)            (7,714)            (9,301)            299                 (23,669)          437                 (5,599)            (5,000)            (5,000)            (15,162)          (20,000)          (20,000)          (20,000)          

Pre-tax Income (Loss) (80,543)          (9,088)            (8,419)            (9,091)            (4,122)            (30,720)          (415)               (3,980)            (3,247)            (3,471)            (11,113)          (7,575)            (13,822)          (7,980)            

Income Tax Benefit (Expense)                 (358) (32)                 86                   (187)               (33)                                 (166) (83)                 (39)                 (16)                 (17)                                 (156)                   (38)                   (69)                   (40)

    Tax Rate 0.4% 0.4% -1.0% 2.1% 0.8% 0.5% 20.0% 1.0% 0.5% 0.5% 1.4% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%

Net Income (Loss) allocated to common shares ($80,901) ($9,120) ($8,333) ($9,278) ($4,155) ($30,886) ($498) ($4,019) ($3,263) ($3,488) ($11,268) ($7,613) ($13,891) ($8,019)

EPS ($6.71) ($0.45) ($0.41) ($0.45) ($0.20) ($1.51) ($0.02) ($0.19) ($0.16) ($0.16) ($0.54) ($0.35) ($0.62) ($0.34)

Shares outstanding (diluted) 12,060 20,378 20,378 20,410 20,442 20,402 20,855 20,861 21,000 21,200 20,979 21,700 22,500 23,250

ADJUSTED EBITDA RECONCILIATION

Net Income (Loss) (80,901)          (9,120)            (8,333)            (9,278)            (4,155)            (30,886)          (498)               (4,019)            (3,263)            (3,488)            (11,268)          (7,613)            (13,891)          (8,019)            

Non-cash compensation 36                   1,291              1,377              1,531              3,198              7,397              1,251              1,485              1,405              1,700              5,841              7,050              7,800              7,840              

Depreciation & Amortization 32,906            8,004              8,705              9,933              9,560              36,202            11,120            10,616            11,000            11,200            43,936            45,800            46,800            47,200            

Interest & Other Expense 72,451            6,953              7,714              9,301              (299)               19,760            (437)               5,599              5,000              5,000              20,218            20,000            20,000            20,000            

Provision for Income Taxes 358                 32                   (86)                 187                 33                   166                 83                   39                   16                   17                   156                 38                   69                   40                   

Other 1,488              279                 2,242              1,499              884                 1,807              

Adjusted EBITDA $34,279 $8,648 $9,656 $13,916 $9,836 $42,056 $12,403 $15,527 $14,158 $14,430 $56,517 $65,275 $60,778 $67,060

  % Margin 29.4% 30.8% 29.9% 39.6% 31.3% 33.1% 33.1% 42.0% 39.1% 39.2% 38.3% 41.7% 40.2% 41.5%

  Year/Year Growth -20.1% -1.3% 167.4% 16.2% 22.7% 43.4% 60.8% 1.7% 46.7% 34.4% 15.5% -6.9% 10.3%

Inspired Entertainment, Inc. (INSE)                          
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Initiate: October 1, 2018 - Rating: Buy - Price Target: $12 

 

Source:  FactSet 
 

 

Ratings definitions: 
Buy rated stocks generally have twelve month price targets that are more than 20% above the current price.  Hold rated 
stocks generally have twelve month price targets near the current price.  Sell rated stocks generally have no price target 

and we would sell the stock.   

Fundamental trend definitions: 
Improving means growth rates of key business metrics are generally accelerating. Stable means growth rates of key 
business metrics are generally steady. Mixed means growth rates of some key business metrics are positive but others are 
negative. Declining means growth rates of key business metrics are generally decelerating. 
 

Ratings Distribution (6/30/2018)

% Of Companies % With Investment

Rating Covered Banking Relationships

Buy 76% 19%

Hold 23% 0%

Sell 1% 0%

Total 100% 14%  
Information about valuation methods and risks can be found in the “STOCK OPPORTUNITY” 
and “RISKS” sections, respectively, of this report. 

CHLM makes a market in this security.  

CHLM expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from the subject company in the 
next three months. 

Analysts receive no direct compensation in connection with the firm’s investment banking business. Analysts may be eligible 
for bonus compensation based on the overall profitability of the firm, which takes into account revenues from all of the firm’s 
business, including investment banking. 

OTHER DISCLOSURES 

Although the statements of fact in this report have been obtained from and are based upon recognized statistical services, 
issuer reports or communications, or other sources that Craig-Hallum believes to be reliable, we cannot guarantee their 
accuracy. All opinions and estimates included in this report constitute Craig-Hallum's judgment as of the date of this report 
and are subject to change without notice. Craig-Hallum may effect transactions as principal or agent in the securities 
mentioned herein. The securities discussed or recommended in this report may be unsuitable for investors depending on 
their specific investment objectives and financial position. This report is offered for informational purposes only, and does 
not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities discussed herein in any jurisdiction where such would be 
prohibited. Additional information available upon request. Member SIPC. 

REGULATION AC CERTIFICATION  

I, Mike Malouf, hereby certify that the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect my personal views about the 
subject security and issuer. No part of my compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific 
recommendations or views contained herein. 


